PantherExpress System Standard and Specialty Forms Showcases

Effective March, 2018, the PantherExpress System Solutions Team has applied changes to the showcases in the PantherExpress System to make it easier to find and access forms in the PantherExpress System.

**New Showcases**

Showcases are the blocks on the home page that provide access to different types of suppliers’ punchouts or system features, like forms, through the use of white stickers for each supplier or feature. A specialty forms showcase has been added to PantherExpress. This showcase will appear on your home page if you have permission to access the specialty forms. This showcase has been added in order to make accessing the specialty forms more convenient. The showcase will not appear for individuals that do not have specialty forms permissions in PantherExpress.

![Green arrows point to new showcases for specialty and standard forms on a screenshot of the PantherExpress System home page.](image)

**Icons**

Icons have been added to the stickers for both standard and specialty forms to help further distinguish the forms and the showcases.

![Standard Forms showcase showing the Blanket/Standing Order, Non-Catalog, and Software forms' stickers and icons.](image)
Hover Help Text

Hover text has been added to the standard and specialty form stickers. To access, hover your mouse pointer over a standard or specialty form sticker which will generate a grey bar and blue information “i” icon in the bottom right of the sticker (denoted by orange “a” tag). Clicking on the icon will generate a pop-up box below the sticker containing brief help text (denoted by orange “b” tag).

Screenshot showing the blue information icon (flag a) and pop-up box with explanatory help text (flag b).